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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[MBU-18645] - Export to excel does not work properly with multiple
users working in the same time
When 2 different users started an export to excel process, the process for the second user
was stucked and it didn’t started.
In V4.6.1, when the second user will start the export to excel process and another one is in
progress, he will receive a warning message “Your export request is queued and should
begin shortly. Please wait for your request to be processed.” and the process will start once
the first one is finished.

[MBU-18660] - Balance Sheet not generated until page refresh if
incorrect date is selected then a correct date is selected
After the validation for wrong date selected appears when generating an accounting report,
you can select a valid date and generate the report without any error.

[MBU-18661] - Browser timezone affects accounting reports filtering
behavior
In V4.6.1 for the tenants with negative timezone, the current date can be selected in
accounting reports in order to generate them.

[MBU-18650] - Branch, Center, Credit Officer and Group fields
autocomplete does not work for users with limited access to branches
Clients and groups can be created or edited and assigned to credit officers that have access
to a limited set of branches.

2. Improvements
[MBU-18653] - Do not detach the repayments schedule when preparing
upcoming repayments notifications
In V4.6.1 we fixed the problem in which the upcoming Late Repayments notifications weren’t
sent by cron jobs.
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[MBU-18663] - Allow resetting the accounting summaries info when
running the cron jobs
[MBU-18664] - Fix the accounting summaries issues appearing for
tenants placed on a positive timezone
In order to have the correct data generated in accounting reports for tenants with positive
timezone, in V4.6.1 was added a new property in mambu.properties file (once with
MBU-18663): com.mambu.mambu.accounting.summaries.reset. When is set to true it will
execute the reset mechanism:
1. Will delete all the accounting summaries
2. Will delete all the background processes of type
GENERATE_GL_JOURNAL_ENTRY_SUMMARIES

Production release date:  Thursday, 24th August, 2017
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